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I’m Axton, an iOS Developer at Roam Creative in Auckland, New Zealand. And I’m so happy to be here to talk to you, about AI, Machine Learning, and Neural Networks 
on iOS and macOS.


The scope of this talk has been changed slightly where the process for creating a neural network for face recognition has been removed, and an overview of all the third 
party frameworks for machine learning available for iOS has been added.



Goals

• To provide an overview of Artificial Intelligence, Neural 
Networks and Machine Learning 

• To look at the APIs that Apple has provided around Machine 
Learning 

• To cover some of the third party frameworks that are used for 
Machine Learning that work on iOS

So the Goals for this talk are: 

Provide an overview of Artificial Intelligence, Neural Networks and Machine Learning

Look at the APIs that Apple has provided around Machine Learning

Cover some of the third party frameworks that are used for Machine Learning that work on iOS



What is Artificial Intelligence?

If we zoom out, what exactly is artificial intelligence?

This is the ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills, that is external to natural systems. The external factor being machines we build.



What is a Neural Network?

So what is a Neural network? Neural networks are processing systems based off of the brain’s cerebral cortex and its layered neuron structure.



Michael A. Nielsen, "Neural Networks and Deep Learning", Determination Press, 2015 

– This is a Neural Network diagram example

– An artificial neutral network is made of nodes that take multiple inputs and produce a single output, that may be used as inputs to multiple other nodes in the next layer.

– These nodes are arranged in a layered hierarchy.

– The input layer nodes may represent individual pixels in an image or some other parameters. The output layer nodes are often the results of the classification.


– Keep in mind this is only one way that neural networks are laid out, of which there are many, and this is a feed-forward neural network. 




Pooling

Convolution

Fully Connected

There are three common types of layers are pooling, convolution and fully connected.

– A pooling layer aggregates the data, reducing its size, typically by using the maximum or average value of its inputs.

A convolution layer transforms an image by applying a convolution matrix to each pixel of the image. If you’ve used Pixelmator or Photoshop filters, you’ve most likely 
used a convolution matrix. A convolution matrix is typically a 3x3 or 5x5 matrix that is applied to the input image pixels in order to calculate the new pixel values in the 
output image. To get the value of the output pixel, we would multiply the values of the pixels in the original image and calculate the average.

A series of convolution and pooling layers can be stringed together to gradually distill a photo into a collection of increasingly higher-level features.


The neural network’s convolution layer uses the convolution matrix to process the input and generate the data for the next layer, for example, to extract new features in 
an image, such as edges.

A fully connected layer can be thought of as a convolution layer where the filter has the same size as the original image. In other words, you can think of the fully 
connected layer as a function that assigns weights to individual pixels, averages the result, and gives a single output value.



Training and Inference

Training and Inference

Each layer needs to be configured with appropriate parameters. For example, the convolution layer needs information about the input and output images (dimensions, 
number of channels, etc.), as well as convolution layer parameters (kernel size, matrix, etc.). The fully connected layer is defined by the input and output vectors, 
activation function, and weights.

To obtain these parameters, the neural network has to be trained. This is done by passing the inputs through the neural network, determining the output, measuring the 
error (i.e., how far off the actual result was from the predicted result), and adjusting the weights via backpropagation. Training a neural network may require hundreds, 
thousands, or even millions of examples.




What is Machine Learning?

– The field of machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence where a neural network is generated to solve problems that are otherwise impossible to solve using 
other techniques.

– It gets us away from writing specific rules for solving problems which in the end might be impossible. When you try to make such rules precise, you quickly get lost in a 
morass of exceptions and caveats and special cases. It seems hopeless.

– So machine learning techniques can help us approach these problems differently.

// – Machine learning helps us use data that can’t easily be understood with other methods. 

– An example of this is trying to price an apartment here in Melbourne. We can easily write a program that calculates the square meters of the apartment, given the 
dimensions and shapes of all its rooms and other spaces, but calculating the value of the apartment is not something we can put in a formula. A machine learning 
system, on the other hand, is well suited for such problems. By supplying the known real-world data to the system, such as the market value, size of the house, number 
of bedrooms, etc., we can train it to be able to predict the price.


– Another example is handwriting recognition, 

– As an example, consider an app that recognizes handwritten letters on a piece of paper: using the computer science you learned in school, you might be tempted to 
write each of the rules for classifying each character individually. This would consist of extracting pixel data from the image, reading them in individually, and writing an 
extremely complicated mathematical model that relates pixel darkness/position into a probability for the letter A, and then likewise for B, C, D, etc. This wouldn't be 
feasible.


With this kind of system and the appropriate data to train the system on, this is why we seen real improvement from – Beat up martin / eat up martha of the Newton,



to the cusp of self-driving cars.

– So with that at our backs, 



State of Machine Learning  
on iOS

Lets talk about the current state of things. 

– There are two general approaches:

– A neural network is pre-trained elsewhere (Personal Computer) and is recreated on iOS for use (periodic update); a Device-orientated approach – an example would be 
the new photos app in iOS 10

– Neural network lives on a server, with input and output passed over the network (constant update); a Server-orientated approach – an example would be Google 
DeepMind


Lets look at the tools and APIs Apple provides around machine learning.



the tools related to machine learning that are currently available from Apple.



• Core Image 

• GameplayKit 

• Speech Recognition 

• SiriKit 

• Accelerate 

• Metal Performance Shaders

– Face detection in Core Image with CIDetector; which can tell you the left and right eye positions, mouth position of faces, and tracking ID and tracking frame count 
which Core Image uses to follow a face in a video segment

– GameplayKit (mainly for games); also provides standard implementations of some algorithms that are vital to game logic

– Speech recognition API –  This new framework can provide text also provides more information about recognition than just text output. For example, it can also provide 
alternative interpretations of what the user might have said, confidence levels, and timing information. It also can take input from a file or the microphone.

– SiriKit – intelligence to access app functionality using natural language (although this has narrow domains: Messaging, Ride booking, Photo search, Payments, VoIP 
calling, Workouts, and Climate + Radio in CarPlay)

– Accelerate: with BNNS (Basic Neural Network Subroutines) mainly for making neural networks run fast on the CPU

– Metal Performance Shaders: and CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) similar to BNNS but using GPU (requires data locality therefore may choose BNNS)


At the moment, Apple’s new machine learning APIs (BNNS and CNN) can be used for building neural networks that only do inference, but not training.



Core Image: CIDetector
• Finds features in a CIImage object 

• Faces, Rectangles, Barcodes, Text 

• Features of Faces: Left and right eye positions, Mouth position 
of faces, Tracking ID and tracking frame count which Core 
Image uses to follow a face in a video segment

Core Image Programming Guide:

https://developer.apple.com/library/content/documentation/GraphicsImaging/Conceptual/CoreImaging/ci_detect_faces/ci_detect_faces.html




GameplayKit
• Randomisation 

• State Machines 

• The Minmax Strategist 

• Pathfinding 

• Agents, Goals, and Behaviours

GameplayKit API Reference:

https://developer.apple.com/reference/gameplaykit


GameplayKit Programming Guide:

https://developer.apple.com/library/content/documentation/General/Conceptual/GameplayKit_Guide/index.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40015172



Speech Recognition
• Text output from sound input 

• From microphone or file 

• Provides alternate interpretations, confidence levels 

• ~ 1 minute live duration

Speech API Reference:

https://developer.apple.com/reference/speech


Example project:

https://developer.apple.com/library/content/samplecode/SpeakToMe/Introduction/Intro.html




SiriKit
• Intents and IntentsUI Extension 

• Allows use of natural language to access your apps features 

• Limited set of domains

SiriKit Programming Guide:

https://developer.apple.com/library/content/documentation/Intents/Conceptual/SiriIntegrationGuide/index.html



SiriKit
• Intents and IntentsUI Extension 

• Allows use of natural language to access your apps features 

• Limited set of domains

SiriKit Programming Guide:

https://developer.apple.com/library/content/documentation/Intents/Conceptual/SiriIntegrationGuide/index.html



Accelerate: BNNS
• BNNSFilter 

• BNNSFilterCreateConvolutionLayer 

• BNNSFilterCreateFullyConnectedLayer 

• BNNSFilterCreatePoolingLayer 

• BNNSActivation

The first new API is part of the Accelerate framework and is called BNNS, which stands for Basic Neural Network Subroutines. BNNS complements the BLAS (Basic 
Linear Algebra Subroutines), which is used in some third-party machine learning applications.

BNNS defines layers in the BNNSFilter class. Accelerate supports, creating, applying, and destroying three kinds of layers: convolution layer (created by the 
BNNSFilterCreateConvolutionLayer function), fully connected layer (BNNSFilterCreateFullyConnectedLayer), and pooling layer (BNNSFilterCreatePoolingLayer).


BNNSActivation provides access to different activation functions.


BNNS API Reference:

https://developer.apple.com/reference/accelerate/1912851-bnns


WWDC Session:

https://developer.apple.com/videos/play/wwdc2016/715/


Sample Project:

https://developer.apple.com/library/content/samplecode/BasicNeuralNetworkSubroutines/Introduction/Intro.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40017299-Intro-
DontLinkElementID_2



Metal Performance Shaders: CNN
• MPSCNNConvolutionDescriptor, MPSCNNConvolution 

• MPSCNNFullyConnected 

• MPSCNNPoolingMax 

• MPSCNNNeuron

The second neural network API is part of Metal Performance Shaders (MPS) framework. While Accelerate is the framework for performing fast computing on the CPU, 
Metal pushes the GPU to its limit. Metal’s flavour is called a Convolution Neural Network.

MPS comes with a similar set of APIs. Creating a convolution layer requires use of MPSCNNConvolutionDescriptor and MPSCNNConvolution functions. For a pooling 
layer, MPSCNNPoolingMax would supply the parameters. A fully connected layer is created by the MPSCNNFullyConnected function. The activation functions are 
defined by subclasses of MPSCNNNeuron: MPSCNNNeuronLinear, MPSCNNNeuronReLU, MPSCNNNeuronSigmoid, MPSCNNNeuronTanH, MPSCNNNeuronAbsolute.


MPS API Reference:

https://developer.apple.com/reference/metalperformanceshaders



Accelerate: BNNS Metal Performance Shaders: CNN

BNNSActivationFunctionIdentity  

BNNSActivationFunctionRectifiedLinear MPSCNNNeuronReLU

 MPSCNNNeuronLinear

BNNSActivationFunctionLeakyRectifiedLinear  

BNNSActivationFunctionSigmoid MPSCNNNeuronSigmoid

BNNSActivationFunctionTanh MPSCNNNeuronTanH

BNNSActivationFunctionScaledTanh  

BNNSActivationFunctionAbs MPSCNNNeuronAbsolute

Activation Functions

BNNS and CNN provide access to similar activation functions.



Pooling Functions

Accelerate: BNNS Metal Performance Shaders: CNN

BNNSPoolingFunctionMax MPSCNNPoolingMax

BNNSPoolingFunctionAverage MPSCNNPoolingAverage

And they have the same respective pooling functions.



Machine Learning Frameworks  
for iOS

– Lets move onto the third party frameworks that are available for iOS 



Swift AI

– The first one is Swift AI



• Feed-Forward Neural Network 
(3-layer) 

• Fast Matrix Library

Swift AI
Collin Hundley +15 others github.com/collinhundley/Swift-AI

Can create 3 layer Feed forward neural networks with options for customising the Inputs, Hidden Nodes, Outputs, Learning Rate, Weights, Activation Function, and Error 
Function.


Inputs: The number of input nodes (aka 'neurons'). This number corresponds to the dimensionality of the data that you plan to feed the network. If the above example 
were to be used for handwriting recognition, 100 might be the number of pixels in each image being processed.


Hidden Nodes: The number of nodes in the hidden layer. The ideal number of hidden nodes depends heavily on the application, and should be determined by testing. If 
you're completely unsure, [(inputs * 2/3) + outputs] might be a good place to start.


Outputs: The number of output nodes. For classification problems (like recognizing handwritten digits), the number of outputs usually corresponds to the number of 
possible classifications. In this example, each output might correspond to one digit (0-9). The number of outputs depends entirely on the problem being applied.


Learning Rate: The 'learning rate' to apply during the backpropagation phase of training. If you're unsure what this means, 0.7 is probably a good number.

momentum: Another constant applied during backpropagation. If you're not sure, try 0.4.


Weights: An optional array of Floats used to initialize the weights of the neural network. This allows you to 'clone' a pre-trained network, and begin solving problems 
without training first. When you're creating a new network from scratch, leave this parameter nil and random weights will calculated based on your input data.


Activation Function: One of the supported ActivationFunctions to apply to the hidden and output nodes.




• To use the neural net add 
FFNN.swift file to your project 

• To use matrix library add the 
Matrix.swift and 
Operations.swift files to your 
project 

• Includes a sample applicationSwift AI
Collin Hundley +15 others github.com/collinhundley/Swift-AI

– Add the FFNN.swift file to your project to use the neural net functions.

– And add the matrix.swift plus operations.swift files to use the matrix library.

– There is also a nice sample application that shows how these APIs are used.



TensorFlow

The next one is TensorFlow from Google.



• Uses a data flow graph 

• Provides a lot of functionality 

• Large community

TensorFlow

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/tree/master/tensorflow/contrib/ios_examples

– Uses a data flow graph instead of a rigid neural network for computation.

– The data flowing through it is a ‘Tensor’, a dynamically-sized multidimensional array 

– TensorFlow encompasses a broad spectrum of applications from machine learning research to production systems.

– There are a bunch of tutorials out there to get started with it

– And a large community creating libraries with it.


Tutorial with TensorFlow:

https://www.tensorflow.org/versions/r0.10/tutorials/mnist/beginners/index.html




• To use run a script to build a 
universal static library, which 
will then need to be added to 
your linking build stage and in 
search paths

TensorFlow

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/tree/master/tensorflow/contrib/ios_examples

– Installation / usage: follow this process:

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/tree/master/tensorflow/contrib/ios_examples



swix

The next one is swix.



• Feed-Forward Neural Network 
(3-layer) 

• Fast Matrix Library

swix
Scott Sievert + 4 others github.com/stsievert/swix

Currently this library provides

	 •	 operators and various functions (sin, etc) that operate on entire arrays

	 •	 helper function (reshape, reverse, delete, repeat, etc)

	 •	 easy initializers for 1D and 2D arrays

	 •	 complex math (dot product, matrix inversion, eigenvalues, etc)

	 •	 machine learning algorithms (SVM, kNN, SVD/PCA, more to come)

	 •	 one dimensional Fourier transforms

	 •	 speed optimization using Accelerate and OpenCV



• To use download the repo and 
include swix-master/swix/
swix/swix in your project. 

• Add/Modify your swift bridging 
header to include some 
Objective-C/C functions.

swix
Scott Sievert + 4 others github.com/stsievert/swix

Installation instructions: 

http://scottsievert.com/swix/installation.html



How can Machine Learning 
help you make great apps?

– Difficult features may become feasible to add to your app in your avaliable timeframe.

– Abstract problems can be approached without the need for many cases and caveats which will be prone to error.

– And process improvements to optimise certain parts of your app.



axtonpitt.com@axtonpitt

You can follow me on twitter here @ my name or contact me on my website, axtonpitt.com

Lastly, thank you to the AUC for having me here and enjoy the rest of the conference.


